ACTION PLAN
MONICA ZUNIGA MATA
I really like and believe in this type of education. I will like to learn more about systems thinking so my
students can think differently and tackle problems differently. After analyzing my circle of influence I
decided I will work on 3 areas: students (MS and Del Valle University) colleagues and other teachers
outside the school.
Reading:


I need to have more information about Systems Thinking and Sustainability. I am actually
reading “Systems Thinking made simple”, by Dereck and Laura Cabrera.

Students:
In Science class: I am implementing the tools to analyze situations. At school we have a 6 days rotations
schedule that goes from A to F; every day F we will be using one of the tools. I decided I will introduce
one tool a month so they can master it before I introduce a second one. We will continue using the
previous one but giving more emphasis to the new ones.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

August: Compass tool for Sustainability.
September: Mapping Systems
October: Causal Loop Diagrams
November: Behavior over time graphs
January : Systems Iceberg
February : Ladder of Inference
March: Pyramid Lite ( VISIS) introduction

Colleagues:
I chose two colleagues, who I think can impact students and other teachers because and decided to
teach them about Compass Education. Gerald , who teacher Technology to MS and Astrid who is in
charge of teaching Productividad y Desarrollo, a class designed to create and promote solutions to
national problems, developing leadership and teaching economy. We are meeting one a week to work
on
this.
Other teacher and professionals: I will love to translate material to Spanish so more Spanish speaking
teachers get the chance to know and use this amazing tools. I truly believe this can be the key to make a
better world so I will like to become a certified trainer and bring Compass Education to schools in
Guatemala and Latin America.
1. I will contact Oscar to work on translating.
2. I will try to be a shadow instructor (either Oscar or Mike) that are the ones closer to me.
3. Lead Professional Development at Interamericano for local teachers.

